
East Coast USA tour

 

April 26‐12 May

SAT 26   Departure from the UK in the morning, on a direct flight to NEW YORK by Virgin A339 NEO. After clearing 

immigration, we collect our minivans and take a look around the airport. In the evening, we head for our hotel for the 

next 3 nights, the HILTON at Teferboro. This has great views of the Teterboro runways and you can see the flightpaths 

of LGA, EWR and JFK. It makes a great base for the next few days.

Local departures possible - Upgrades available - Fly out early or extend

Cost includes: All listed flights inc taxes and luggage, Transpota�on, 15 nights hotel (most with breakfast)

Cost: £2299              Deposit: £459            Single room: £399

SUN 27   Today we can spend time at various area airports, including TETERBORO, LA GUARDIA, JFK, NEWARK 

and WHITE PLAINS.

MON 28   Another day to visit the local area airports, plus spend time watching Teterboro movements.

TUE 29   After a quick look around Teterboro, we have a quick stop at NEWARK, with a chance to have breakfast at 

IKEA, overlooking the runway. Then a short drive south to PHILADELPHIA, possibly with a stop at TRENTON. 

We spend the whole afternoon at PHL, with a nearby airport hotel.

WED 30  This morning we have some time at PHL before driving south to BALTIMORE. After spending some time here, 

we continue to WASHINGTON NATIONAL, where we will spend the evening at Gravelly point, watching movements.

Our hotel for the next 2 nights is at WASHINGTON DULLES.

THU 1   Today we spend in Washington, with time spent at IAD and DCA, with optional visits to other local airports, like

MANASSAS, ANDREWS AFB or the AIR & SPACE MUSEUM.

FRI 2   We have a morning Delta flight to ATLANTA. On arrival we trasfer to our hotel for the next 2 nights, the amazing 

RENAISSANCE CONCOURSE, with fantastic views of the whole airport.

SAT 3   All day to watch from our room or balconies at this very busy airport.

SUN 4  We leave the hotel and collect our minivans for a look into Atlanta area airports, including FULTON COUNTY, 

DOBBINS AFB and PEACHTREE. We have a hotel at Peachtree.

MON 5   We drive back to ATL for our DL flight to JACKSONVILLE. When we arrive, we collect our transport, have a 

look around the airport and the NAVAL AIR STATION then return to check-in at our airport hotel.

TUE 6   A quick look at JAX and then CECIL FIELD. Then drive down to DAYTONA BEACH and SANDFORD, arriving 

at ORLANDO in the evening. Our hotel is at the end of the runways for 2 nights.

WED 7   Today we spend time at  ORLANDO EXECUTIVE, KISSIMEE and MCO itself.

THU 8   We drive south, stopping at MELBOURNE, VERO BEACH, LANTANA and finally WEST PALM BEACH & hotel.THU 8   We drive south, stopping at MELBOURNE, VERO BEACH, LANTANA and finally WEST PALM BEACH & hotel.

FRI 9    Again, we head south, stopping at BOCA RATON, on the way to FT LAUDERDALE. We look in at EXECUTIVE

and FLL INTERNATIONAL airports, With 2 nights hotel nearby.

SAT 10   Free day to visit FLL, OPA LOCKA, TAMIAMI and MIAMI INTERNATIONAL.

SUN 11   Final day in MIAMI area before our late evening Virgin B789 flight back to the UK, arriving next morning.

SHORT TOUR   Is available, returning from ATL to UK on 5th 
from Atlanta    -    9 night tour   £1599 (S/R £279)


